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Abstract  

Head direction cells are critical for navigation because they convey information about which 

direction an animal is facing within an environment. To date, most studies on head direction 

encoding have been conducted on a horizontal two-dimensional (2D) plane, and little is known 

about how three-dimensional (3D) direction information is encoded in the brain despite humans and 

other animals living in a 3D world.  Here, we investigated head direction encoding in the human 

brain while participants moved within a virtual 3D “spaceship” environment. Movement was not 

constrained to planes and instead participants could move along all three axes in volumetric space 

as if in zero gravity. Using functional MRI multivoxel pattern similarity analysis, we found evidence 

that the thalamus, particularly the anterior portion, and the subiculum encoded the horizontal 

component of 3D head direction (azimuth). In contrast, the retrosplenial cortex was significantly 

more sensitive to the vertical direction (pitch) than to the azimuth. Our results also indicated that 

vertical direction information in the retrosplenial cortex was significantly correlated with 

behavioural performance during a direction judgment task. Our findings represent the first evidence 

showing that the ‘classic’ head direction system that has been identified on a horizontal 2D plane 

also seems to encode vertical and horizontal heading in 3D space in the human brain.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Knowing one’s orientation within an environment is critical for navigation. Head direction (HD) cells 

in a network of brain structures including anterior thalamus, presubiculum, retrosplenial cortex (RSC) 

and entorhinal cortex (EC) are typically regarded as comprising the ‘neural compass’ because they 

fire when an animal is facing in a particular direction in space (for a recent review, see Cullen & 

Taube, 2017). HD cells have been mostly observed in rodents (Taube, 2007), but also in primates 

(Robertson et al., 1999), while human neuroimaging studies have detected HD information in 

relevant brain structures (Baumann & Mattingley, 2010; Marchette et al., 2014; Chadwick et al., 

2015; Shine et al., 2016). HD cells integrate multisensory information (vestibular, visual, 

proprioceptive) to update an animal’s heading, and this direction information is critical for 

maintenance and updating of the spatial map of an environment that is encoded by place cells and 

grid cells (Calton et al., 2003; Burak & Fiete, 2009). Thus, cells encoding 3D direction information 

would be crucial for navigation in the three-dimensional (3D) world in which we live. However, most 

studies of HD encoding have been conducted on a horizontal two-dimensional (2D) plane and there 

is a dearth of knowledge about how 3D direction information is encoded in the brain. 

 

An early study observed a small number of vertical pitch-sensitive cells in the lateral mammillary 

nuclei of rats that could potentially be involved in 3D direction encoding (Stackman & Taube, 1998). 

However, these cells responded only when a rat was looking up almost 90°. The absence of cells 

tuned to an intermediate angle, and limitations in the apparatus which could not unambiguously 

detect pitch angles smaller than 40°, made it difficult to provide clear evidence of vertical direction 

encoding.  In several other studies, HD cells were recorded when rats were climbing a vertical plane 

or were on a ceiling (Taube et al., 2004; Calton & Taube, 2005; Taube et al., 2013). The results 

indicated that HD cells responded to an animal’s direction relative to the local plane of locomotion, 

as if the new vertical plane was an extension of the horizontal floor. More recently, Page et al. (2018) 

proposed a dual-axis rotation rule for updating HD cells based on the HD cells’ responses when a rat 
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moves between multiple planes. These studies have significantly extended our understanding of HD 

cells by incorporating multiple interconnected planes within a 3D world. However, movements are 

not always restricted on planes. Primates, who are evolutionally closer to humans than rodents, 

explore volumetric spaces like arboretums.  Human astronauts, pilots and divers also have complete 

degrees of freedom in 3D space. Although flying and underwater movement are less common forms 

of behaviour in humans, they nevertheless occur. Therefore, the question of how this is 

accomplished, and whether humans possess mental representations of volumetric 3D space and can 

process 3D HD signals, is important to understand.  

 

A recent breakthrough in the study of 3D HD arose from bats (Finkelstein et al., 2015). HD cells were 

recorded in the bat presubiculum in multiple environments - a horizontal 2D plane, a vertical ring 

platform and a 3D arena. A large portion of cells were sensitive to azimuth (horizontal direction) only, 

but a significant number of cells were tuned to various vertical pitches (unlike the rat lateral 

mammillary cells, which only responded to extreme tilt in Stackman & Taube, 1997) or to 3D 

direction (“pitch x azimuth conjunctive cells”).  An interesting anatomical gradient was also observed 

in that pure azimuth cells were more abundant in the anterolateral part of presubiculum, whereas 

pure pitch and conjunctive cells were more numerous in the posteromedial part of presubiculum. 

These findings provide strong evidence that 3D direction information is present in the bat 

presubiculum which could be used to generate a mental map of 3D space.  In humans, a few 

functional MRI (fMRI) studies have investigated the neural correlates of vertical heading (Indovina et 

al., 2013; Indovina et al., 2016; Kim et al., 2017), but in these studies, participants were constrained 

to a rollercoaster-like track and so the neural basis of complete 3D directional encoding remains 

unknown. 

   

In the present study, we used an fMRI multivoxel pattern similarity analysis to investigate how 3D 

direction information was encoded in the human brain when participants explored a volumetric 3D 
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virtual environment, where their movements were not restricted to tracks or planes, as if they were 

flying in zero gravity. We believe that this unconstrained 3D movement was the most appropriate 

setup for testing 3D HD encoding, even though such flying is a less common behaviour for most 

humans.   One could also study 3D head tilt by using reaching or grasping behaviour.  However, this 

egocentric representation of 3D space is not of primary interest here, rather we were concerned 

with understanding allocentric representations in 3D.   Our main goal was to test whether vertical 

and horizontal direction information was encoded using the well-established system known to be 

involved in supporting HD encoding in 2D navigation, namely the thalamus, subiculum, RSC and EC.  

 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Aspects of the methods have been reported previously in our study which investigated grid cells in 

3D space using the same fMRI dataset (https://www.biorxiv.org/content/early/2018/03/14/282327), 

and are reprised here for the reader’s convenience. Of note, the analyses of vertical and horizontal 

direction encoding in 3D space reported here are completely original and have not been published 

elsewhere. 

 

2.1 Participants 

Thirty healthy adults took part in the experiment (16 females; mean age = 25.9 ± 4.8 years; range 19-

36 years; all right-handed). All had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and gave informed written 

consent to participation in accordance with the local research ethics committee.  

 

2.2 The virtual environment 

The virtual environment was composed of two distinctive rectangular compartments, called here 

room A and room B for convenience, which were linked by a corridor (Figure 1a). Participants were 

instructed that they were inside a virtual zero gravity “spaceship” where they could move up, down, 

forwards and backwards freely. The walls, floors and ceilings had different textures which provided 
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orientation cues. Snapshots of the virtual environment as seen from a participant’s perspective 

during scanning are shown in Figure 1b-e. The virtual environment was implemented using Unity 5.4 

(Unity Technologies, CA, United States) with textures and sci-fi objects downloaded from the Unity 

Asset Store. The virtual environment can be viewed at: www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/Maguire /spaceship3D. 

  

The virtual spaceship was rendered on two different mediums for pre-scanning tasks and scanning 

tasks respectively: a head-mounted virtual reality (VR) display (Samsung Gear VR, model: SM-R322 

with a Samsung Galaxy S6 phone) and a standard computer screen (Dell Optiplex 980 with an 

integrated graphic chipset).  

 

The head-mounted display provided participants with a fully immersive sensation of 3D space via its 

head motion tracking system, stereoscopic vision and wide field-of-view (96°). A rotation movement 

in the VR display was made by a participant’s physical head rotation and a forward/backward 

translational movement was made by a button press on the Bluetooth controller (SteelSeries Stratus 

XL, Denmark). For example, a participant could move up to the ceiling in the virtual spaceship by 

physically looking up and pressing the forward button on the controller. To rotate to the right, they 

physically rotated their head to the right or rotated their whole body when the required rotation 

was beyond the range of neck rotation. Participants could only move in parallel to their facing 

direction, and not straight up or down, or side to side. This allowed us to avoid a discrepancy 

between the HD and movement direction, because this can confound responses in HD cells (Raudies 

et al., 2015). For ease of rotation, participants were seated on a swivel chair throughout. The VR 

display was used to provide multisensory (visual, vestibular and proprioceptive) inputs to the HD 

system. A previous study (Shine et al., 2016) suggested that exposure to both visual and vestibular 

stimuli during the pre-scan period with a VR head-mounted display might lead to a recapitulation of 

body-based information during later fMRI scanning, where only visual input is available due to head 

immobilisation. This pre-exposure to vestibular cues could be particularly important for detecting 
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heading signals in thalamus (Shine et al., 2016). Of note, in our study and that of Shine et al. (2016), 

head rotation stimulated the semicircular canals in vestibular system, however, linear acceleration 

signals, which stimulate the otoliths, were absent because participants made virtual translation 

movements using a controller.  

  

During fMRI scanning, participants watched a video that was rendered on a standard computer 

screen (aspect ratio = 4:3). The video was a first-person perspective that gave the participants the 

feeling of moving in the virtual spaceship (details of the tasks are provided in the next section). The 

stimuli were projected on the screen using a projector at the back of the MRI scanner bore (Epson 

EH-TW5900 projector), and participants saw the screen through a mirror attached to the head coil. 

The screen covered a field of view of ~19° horizontally and ~14° vertically.  

 

2.3 Tasks and procedure 

2.3.1 Pre-scan: familiarisation  

Participants first familiarised themselves with the VR head-mounted display and the controller 

during a simple “ball collection” task (duration = 5 min). Multiple balls were scattered in the 

spaceship and participants moved to the balls one by one. When they arrived at a ball, they received 

auditory feedback (a ‘ping’ sound). The primary purpose of this task was to familiarise participants 

with controlling their movements in the virtual environment via head/body rotations and button 

presses on the controller. In addition, participants were asked to pay attention to the overall layout 

of environment for later tasks. This ball collection task also ensured that the participants visited 

every part of the virtual environment.  

 

2.3.2 Pre-scan: pointing task 

After the initial familiarisation period, participants performed a spatial memory task which required 

a good sense of direction in the virtual 3D spaceship (duration = 15 ± 2 min, Figure 1f). While 
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wearing the head-mounted display, at the beginning of each trial, participants were placed in one of 

the two rooms in the spaceship. There was one floating ball in the room and participants had to 

memorise the location of the ball.  During this encoding phase (duration = 18 s), participants could 

move freely and they were instructed to look at the ball from various directions and distances in 

order to learn the precise location of the ball. The ball then became invisible and a participant was 

transported to a random location. Participants were then required to look towards the remembered 

location of the ball and press a button when they had made their decision, after which feedback was 

provided in the form of the absolute 3D angular deviation from the true direction (Figure 1f). 

Throughout the task (encoding and testing) a small red crosshair was shown to aid orientation 

(Figure 1f). 

 

In the majority of trials (“within-room”, n = 16), testing took place in the same room where the ball 

was located during encoding. There were six additional trials where testing occurred in the other 

room; for example, participants encoded the ball’s location in room A but they were placed in room 

B during the test phase, requiring them to point to the ball behind the wall. These “across-room” 

trials were included in order to encourage participants to build an integrated map of the whole 

spaceship that was not limited to a local room.  An integrated mental representation was important 

for the later fMRI analyses because we searched for direction information that was generalised 

across the two rooms. 

 

2.3.3 Scanning: direction judgment task 

During scanning, participants watched a video rendered on a standard display and performed a 

direction judgment task. The video provided participants with the feeling that they were flying in a 

controlled 3D trajectory within the spaceship (Figure 2a; see also Supporting Figure S1). Similar to 

the pre-scan task, participants were moved in parallel to their heading direction (e.g. they were 

tilted up when they moved upwards). The pre-programmed video allowed tight control of location, 
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direction and timing for all participants. The trajectory consisted of multiple short linear movements 

(each of 3 s, and this was the period included in the fMRI analysis, see Section. 2.6.2) followed by 

rotation (2/2.6 s). Ideally, we would have sampled all possible directions in 3D space (from -180° to 

180° horizontally and from -90° to 90° vertically), but we restricted the range of linear movement 

directions in order to acquire reliable measurements of the neural responses to each direction 

within a reasonable scanning time. 

 

We sampled five levels of horizontal azimuth and five levels of vertical pitch from -60° to 60° with 30° 

steps, resulting in 25 unique 3D directions (Figure 2b). A smooth trajectory was used without abrupt 

rotations (e.g. if a participant’s previous direction was 0°, the participant would be facing 0 ± 30° 

after a turn). A constant linear and angular velocity was applied in order to control the velocity, 

which can modulate the firing rate of HD cells (Stackman & Taube, 1998). If a participant reached the 

boundary of the spaceship, a blank screen appeared for two seconds and then the next trajectory 

started from the other end of the spaceship. Twenty five percent of the time, a question screen 

appeared immediately after a linear movement, and participants indicated the direction of their last 

movement by pressing an MR-compatible button pad (a 5-alternative forced choice question with a 

time limit of 5 s, mean response time = 1.7 ± 0.4 s, Figure 2b). This direction judgment task ensured 

participants kept track of their movements during scanning. They received feedback after each 

response; the correct direction was shown on the screen if they chose the wrong direction. Since 

vertical or horizontal direction questions were randomly presented, participants were required to 

know their 3D direction throughout. Note, this occasional direction judgement was not included in 

the time period used to estimate neural responses to 3D directions in the main fMRI analysis. The 

two compartments of the spaceship were visited alternatively for each of four scanning sessions. 

Half of the participants started in room A and half started in room B. Each scanning session lasted 

~11 min with a short break between the sessions, making a total functional scanning time of 50 min.  
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2.4 Behavioural analyses 

For the pre-scan pointing task, we measured the mean 3D angular error for “within-room” trials and 

“across-room” trials. For the scanning direction judgment task, we first measured the overall 

accuracy (chance = 20%) to confirm whether participants knew their 3D direction in the virtual 

environment. We then tested whether participants were better at knowing their vertical or 

horizontal direction. In comparing vertical and horizontal performance, it was more informative to 

consider how much a participant’s response direction deviated from the true direction and not just 

whether they made a correct or wrong judgment. For example, when the true direction was 1 

(“steep up”, Figure 2b), a participant could have selected either 2 (“shallow up”) or 4 (“shallow 

down”) and these errors were quantitatively different. To quantify the angular sensitivity, we 

defined the angular error of each trial by assigning 0° when participants chose the correct response; 

30° when participants chose the adjacent direction such as 2 for 1, 60° when participants chose the 

direction 2 steps away from the correct direction such as 3 for 1, and so on. The mean angular error 

and response time (RT) was computed for vertical and horizontal questions respectively in each 

participant (excluding trials where participants did not respond within the time limit of 5 s, which 

occurred very rarely - less than 1% of trials) and paired t-tests were used to compare the vertical and 

horizontal angular error and RT at the group level. 

 

2.5 Scanning and pre-processing 

T2*-weighted echo planar images (EPI) were acquired using a 3T Siemens Trio scanner (Siemens, 

Erlangen, Germany) with a 32-channel head coil. Scanning parameters optimised for reducing 

susceptibility-induced signal loss in areas near the orbitofrontal cortex and medial temporal lobe 

were used: 44 transverse slices angled at -30°, TR = 3.08 s, TE = 30 ms, resolution = 3 × 3 x 3 mm, 

matrix size = 64 x 74, z-shim gradient moment of -0.4mT/m ms (Weiskopf et al. 2006). Fieldmaps 

were acquired with a standard manufacturer’s double echo gradient echo field map sequence (short 

TE=10 ms, long TE=12.46 ms, 64 axial slices with 2 mm thickness and 1 mm gap yielding whole brain 
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coverage; in-plane resolution 3 x 3 mm). After the functional scans, a 3D MDEFT structural scan was 

obtained with 1mm isotropic resolution. 

 

Date were preprocessed using SPM12 (www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm). The first five volumes from each 

functional session were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. The remaining functional 

images were realigned to the first volume of each session and geometric distortion was corrected by 

the SPM unwarp function using the fieldmaps. Each participant’s anatomical image was then 

coregistered to the distortion corrected mean functional images. Functional images were normalised 

to MNI space.  

 

2.6 fMRI analyses 

2.6.1 Delineating the anatomical regions of interest (ROIs) 

We anatomically defined the ROIs – thalamus, EC, subiculum and RSC – that are known to contain 

HD cells. The thalamus ROI was extracted from the AAL atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002). EC and 

subiculum ROIs were manually delineated on the group-averaged MRI scans from a previous 

independent study on 3D space representation (Kim et al., 2017) following the protocol in Pruessner 

et al., 2002. Although HD cells have been mainly found in presubiculum in animals, here we used a 

broader subiculum mask containing pre/parasubiculum because it was not feasible to distinguish 

these structures in our standard resolution fMRI images. The RSC ROI was also delineated on the 

group-averaged MRI scans. It contained Brodmann areas 29-30, located posterior to the splenium of 

corpus callosum (Vann et al., 2009). The number of functional voxels (3 x 3 x 3 mm) within each ROI 

(L = left, R = right) were as follows: thalamus_L, 302; thalamus_R, 286; RSC_L, 158; RSC_R, 135; EC_L, 

47; EC_R, 49; subiculum_L, 34; subiculum_R, 34. 
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2.6.2 Representational similarity analysis – ROIs 

To examine whether each ROI contained vertical (pitch) or horizontal (azimuth) direction 

information or both, we used a multivoxel pattern analysis similar to that used in previous studies 

(e.g. Vass & Epstein, 2013; Carlin et al., 2011).  This analysis compared the neural similarity measures 

to model similarity values predicted from multiple encoding hypotheses (which will be described in 

detail shortly).  As a first step in the analysis, we estimated the neural responses to each 3D HD using 

a general linear model (GLM). The design matrix contained 25 main regressors which were boxcar 

functions that modelled the period when participants moved straight in one of 25 directions (5 levels 

for vertical pitch x 5 levels for horizontal azimuth), convolved with the SPM canonical hemodynamic 

response function. In addition, the occasional questions and blank screen periods (when participants 

came to the border of the spaceship) were separately modelled in the GLM as regressors of no 

interest. Six head realignment parameters were also included as nuisance regressors. The GLMs 

were applied for each scanning session in each participant. 

 

We then computed the neural representational similarities between each direction using Pearson’s 

correlation using the multivoxel T-values within the ROIs that were estimated in the preceding GLM. 

Crucially, representational similarity was calculated between neural responses to the 3D directions 

when a participant was in different rooms of the virtual spaceship. This ensured that neural 

similarity was calculated between independent scanning sessions (because each room was 

alternatively visited in separate scanning sessions). More importantly, this across-room similarity 

analysis allowed us to detect relatively pure spatial direction information that was independent of 

view, which is naturally linked to HD. Figure 1b-e show example views when participants moved in 

two different directions in the two rooms. For instance, when we calculated the neural similarity 

between the “down-left” direction and “flat-right” direction, the correlation between “down-left” in 

room A (Figure 1b) and “flat-right” in room B (Figure 1e) and the correlation between “down-left” in 

room B (Figure 1c) and “flat-right” in room A (Figure 1d) were averaged. Therefore, the higher neural 
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similarity between pairs of directions was not attributable to the higher visual similarity between the 

views associated with the directions within the same room. In summary, we calculated a symmetric 

25 x 25 pairwise representational similarity matrix for each participant. We converted the similarity 

value (Pearson’s r) into a dissimilarity value by inverting it (1-r) for ease of later analysis. 

 

Finally, these neural dissimilarity measures were compared to the vertical and horizontal directional 

encoding models using multiple regression. We used encoding models in which neural dissimilarity is 

linearly dependent on the difference in pitch or azimuth between two directions (Figure 3). For 

example, a vertical encoding model predicts that neural similarity between two directions that have 

the same pitch will be the highest, while neural similarity between two directions where pitch is -60° 

and 60° respectively will be the lowest, regardless of azimuth. We also included a visual texture 

similarity model to control for low-level visual similarity.  Therefore, pitch distance, azimuth distance, 

visual similarity and a constant term were included in the multiple regression model. We computed 

visual texture similarity using the model of Renninger & Malik (2004). This visual control model was 

used in previous studies that investigated direction encoding (Vass & Epstein, 2013; Sulpizio et al., 

2014; Kim et al., 2017).  

 

Regression coefficients (beta) of each participant were fed into a group level analysis to test whether 

the neural response in the selected ROIs was explained by vertical or horizontal encoding models. 

We tested whether the regression coefficient was significantly greater than zero using a t-test. We 

also performed paired t-tests to compare the betas of the vertical and horizontal models to ascertain 

whether the neural response was more sensitive to one model or the other. 

 

2.6.3 Neural correlates of individual differences 

We also tested whether there was a relationship between the direction information represented in 

the multivoxel pattern in our ROIs and behavioural performance during the scanning direction 
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judgment task. For the behavioural performance measure, we used the mean angular error pooled 

across the vertical and horizontal direction questions given that the vertical and horizontal errors 

were highly correlated (Pearson’s r = 0.81, p < 0.001). We defined the direction information in 

individuals as the regression coefficient for the vertical and horizontal direction model in our ROIs. 

The Pearson correlation coefficient was used for the significance test. 

 

2.6.4 Representational similarity analysis – searchlight 

While our main interest was in testing for the existence of vertical and horizontal direction 

information in our pre-specified ROIs, we also conducted a whole-brain searchlight analysis 

(Kriegeskorte et al., 2006) to test whether there was any other brain regions sensitive to vertical and 

horizontal direction. Moreover, the searchlight analysis complemented findings from the ROI 

analysis in the thalamus by providing additional anatomical localisation, given that the thalamus is a 

heterogeneous structure containing multiple functionally distinct nuclei.  For localisation of thalamic 

structures, we relied on the WFUpickAtlas software (Lancaster et al. 1997; Lancaster et al. 2000; 

Maldjian et al., 2003) and a human thalamus atlas (Morel, 2007).  

 

We performed the same representation similarity analysis using the multivoxel T-values within small 

spherical ROIs (radius 6mm) centred on each voxel across the whole brain. This generated regression 

coefficient maps for vertical and horizontal encoding models for each participant. These maps were 

fed into the group-level analysis (one-sample t-test) in SPM. We report voxel-wise p-values 

corrected for our anatomical ROIs. For the rest of the brain, we report voxels that survived whole-

brain multiple comparison correction (family-wise error rate of 0.05). We used SPM voxel-level 

(peak-level) inference which computes corrected p-values using Random Field Theory.   
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3. Results 

3.1 Behavioural results 

The pre-scan pointing task involved participants wearing the VR head-mounted display and looking 

at the remembered position of balls while they were positioned at random locations. The group 

mean angular error was 21 ± 9° for within-room trials. Figure 1f shows an example view when a 

participant made a ~21° error, and we can see that the participant’s pointing direction (centre of the 

screen, a red crosshair) was reasonably close to the target ball. The error for across-room trials was 

slightly larger (28 ± 20°). This is unsurprising, because participants had to orient themselves to the 

target ball behind the wall. Given this overall good level of performance, we are confident that 

participants went into the subsequent scanning experiment with a reasonable sense of orientation 

in the 3D virtual environment.  

 

During scanning, participants were moved in a preprogrammed 3D trajectory and were occasionally 

asked about their movement direction, either vertically or horizontally. The mean accuracy (74 ± 

16%) was well above chance level (20%), suggesting that participants were able to keep track of their 

movement direction.  We found that participants made significantly smaller errors for the vertical 

questions compared to the horizontal questions (t(29) = -2.43, p = 0.021, Figure 2c). We also 

observed a small, but significant, difference in RT in favour of the horizontal questions (vertical = 

1.79 ± 0.36 s, horizontal = 1.67 ± 0.38 s, t(29) = 2.57, p = 0.015).  

 

3.2 fMRI results – ROIs 

We investigated whether multivoxel patterns in our ROIs contained vertical and/or horizontal 

direction information. The right RSC showed both vertical and horizontal direction information 

(vertical, t(29) = 3.69, p = 0.001; horizontal, t(29) = 2.05, p = 0.050, Figure 4a), but this region was 

significantly more sensitive to vertical direction (paired t-test, t(29) = 2.61, p = 0.014). In contrast, 

the left thalamus showed only horizontal direction encoding (t(29) = 2.81, p = 0.009, Figure 4b), and 
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horizontal encoding was significantly stronger than vertical encoding (paired t-test, t(29) = -2.36, p = 

0.025). The right thalamus and left subiculum also showed horizontal direction information 

(thalamus, t(29) = 2.27, p = 0.031; subiculum, t(29) = 2.63, p = 0.013, Figure 4c,d), but direct 

comparison between vertical and horizontal sensitivity was not significant. Bilateral EC, right 

subiculum, and left RSC did not show any significant evidence of vertical or horizontal direction 

encoding.  

 

3.3 Individual differences 

The above analysis revealed evidence of vertical and horizontal direction information in RSC, 

thalamus and subiculum at the group level. We then tested whether direction information in these 

regions could explain the individual differences in behavioural performance during our direction 

judgment test. We found that vertical direction information in the right RSC was significantly 

correlated with angular error (r = -0.45, n = 30, p = 0.009, Figure 5). This means that participants 

whose right RSC showed more vertical direction information were more accurate at making direction 

judgments.  Horizontal direction information in the right RSC, bilateral thalamus, and left subiculum 

was not correlated with behaviour (p>0.05). 

 

3.4 fMRI results – searchlight 

A whole-brain searchlight analysis for vertical direction encoding identified bilateral RSC (right, peak 

at [9, -58, 8], t(29) = 5.62, p = 0.001; left, [-9, -46, 2], t(29) = 5.04, p = 0.003, small volume corrected 

for bilateral RSC masks, Figure 6a), similar to the finding from the ROI analysis. Clusters in lingual 

gyrus (peak, [-12, -61, 2], t(29) = 7.29, p = 0.002; [3, -61, 8], t(29) = 6.87, p = 0.005) and cuneus (peak, 

[6,-82,17], t(29) = 7.24, p = 0.002) also showed vertical direction information. 

 

Horizontal direction information was observed in the anterior part of the left thalamus (peak at [-9, -

10, 11], t(29) = 4.73, p = 0.016, small volume corrected for bilateral thalamus masks, Figure 6b). The 
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peak coordinate is most likely located in the ventral anterior nucleus, but we caveat this localisation 

by noting that the spatial resolution of our fMRI scans (3 mm) was not fine enough to identify small 

thalamic nuclei with confidence. Furthermore, neural responses in the neighbouring thalamic nuclei 

could have contributed to this finding due to the nature of the multivoxel pattern analysis (6 mm 

radius). We also observed a voxel in the left subiculum which showed horizontal direction 

information, as in the earlier ROI analysis ([-27, -25, -16], t(29) = 3.58, p = 0.039, small volume 

corrected for the bilateral subiculum mask). At the whole-brain corrected level, horizontal direction 

information was also observed in the central sulcus ([-33, -22, 50], t(29) = 8.63, p<0.001), 

supplementary motor cortex ([-6, 5, 53], t(29) = 6.10, p = 0.041), and visual cortex ([-9, -82, -10], t(29) 

= 6.22, p = 0.029; [-9, -79, 5], t(29) = 6.04, p = 0.047; [-6,-73,-7], t(29) = 6.24, p = 0.027).  

 

4. Discussion 

In this study we investigated how 3D HD was encoded in the human brain when participants moved 

in a volumetric space. Using a virtual reality environment and fMRI multivoxel pattern similarity 

analysis, we found that the thalamus and subiculum were sensitive to the horizontal component of 

3D HD. By contrast, vertical heading information was dominant in RSC, and vertical direction 

information in RSC was significantly correlated with behavioural performance during a direction 

judgment task.  

 

The anterior thalamic nuclei (ATN) are important subcortical structures for spatial navigation and 

memory (Jankowski et al., 2013). Within the hierarchy of the HD cell network, the ATN receive 

vestibular inputs via the lateral mammillary nuclei and project to higher cortical areas including RSC 

and dorsal presubiculum (Taube, 2007). Most HD cells in the ATN have been recorded when rodents 

move on a 2D plane. A previous human fMRI study also found 2D direction information in the 

thalamus (Shine et al., 2016).  The current study, therefore, extends our understanding of the HD 

system by providing the first evidence that the thalamus (especially the anterior portion) encodes 
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horizontal heading even when participants move in a volumetric 3D space. The lack of vertical 

direction information in the thalamus resembles the early finding of HD cells in the lateral 

mammillary nuclei, which were insensitive to the vertical head tilt of rats (Stackman & Taube 1998), 

although we should be mindful of the difference in structures (thalamus versus mammillary nuclei) 

and environments (3D spaceship versus 2D plane), and the limitations of the recording apparatus 

used in this early rat study.  The vertical insensitivity of the thalamus might also be related to 

previous findings that showed HD cells in the rat ATN maintained the preferred direction on the 

vertical wall as if the wall was an extension of the floor, and the HD cells only cared about the 

rotation along the body axis, not the rotation of the body axis relative to the vertical gravity axis 

(Calton & Taube, 2005; Taube et al., 2013).  

 

Why the thalamus was not sensitive to vertical pitch is an interesting question that requires further 

investigation. One possible explanation is that the vestibular system, which is responsible for angular 

integration and updating of the responses of HD cells in the thalamus, might be less sensitive to 

vertical rotation because humans are surface-based animals and we infrequently rotate vertically.  

Although our participants’ heads were immobilised during scanning, vestibular inputs they 

experienced during the pre-scan task with the VR head-mounted display might have been reinstated 

by visual cues during scanning and contributed to HD encoding, as suggested by a previous study 

(Shine et al. 2016). Furthermore, optic flow during scanning could have stimulated the vestibular 

nuclei (Glasauer, 2005), and indeed HD cells in the thalamus of rats have been found to be 

modulated by pure optic flow without visual landmarks (Arleo et al., 2013). Vertical and horizontal 

optokinetic responses are known to activate both common and unique vestibular nuclei (Bense et al., 

2006).  

 

It is also possible that vertical information might be more evident in the thalamus if we studied 

navigation in a real environment instead of a virtual environment. Recently, Laurens et al. (2016) 
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found cells tuned to gravity (vertical tilt) in the macaque anterior thalamus using a rotatable 

apparatus (Laurens et al., 2016). Even though the pre-scan immersive training and the optic flow 

during our scanning experiment could have enhanced the HD signal, physical head tilt and 

acceleration was missing in our fMRI study.  Given the importance of vestibular inputs in generating 

and maintaining stable HD signals, as shown by lesion studies in animals (e.g. Muir et al., 2009; 

Yoder & Taube, 2009), 3D HD encoding should be studied in freely moving participants in the future.  

 

Our next finding concerns the subiculum. The presubiculum is reciprocally connected to the anterior 

thalamus, and a lesion in the thalamus disrupts HD cells in the presubiculum (Goodridge & Taube, 

1997). To date, presubiculum is the only brain structure where HD cells have been recorded in 

animals exploring a volumetric space (Finkelstein et al., 2015). In this bat study, cells that were 

sensitive to either horizontal only or vertical only heading as well as conjunctive cells were found in 

presubiculum. In the present study, we found only horizontal direction information in the human 

subiculum. This might be attributable to a difference in species (bat, a flying animal, versus human 

surface-dwellers) or to methodological differences. Unlike invasive recordings, fMRI measures 

aggregate neural responses. Therefore, if the human subiculum contains more azimuth-tuned cells 

than pitch-tuned cells, similar to bats (Finkelstein et al., 2015), azimuth information might be more 

easily detected by fMRI. The existence of azimuth and pitch encoding in the subiculum would be 

better addressed in a future fMRI study with higher spatial resolution, if indeed a similar anatomical 

gradient of azimuth, pitch and conjunctive cells also exists in the human brain (Finkelstein et al., 

2015).  

 

Unlike the thalamus or subiculum, the right RSC showed vertical direction information, although 

horizontal information was also present in this region. Therefore, in principle it seems that RSC could 

serve as a 3D compass on its own.  Our finding of a significant correlation between vertical direction 

information in the RSC and behavioural accuracy might reflect the functional relevance of RSC for 
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processing 3D direction information (although it is unclear why only vertical direction information 

and not horizontal direction information in this region correlated with individual differences). The 

dominance of vertical information in the RSC was concordant with our previous finding of vertical 

direction encoding when participants moved on a 3D rollercoaster (Kim et al., 2017). One 

explanation could be that visual cues might be more salient for the vertical axis compared to the 

horizontal axis.  Within the HD system, RSC is directly connected to early visual cortex (Kobayashi & 

Amaral, 2003) and HD cells in RSC are dominated by local visual landmarks (Jacob et al., 2017). Of 

note, presubiculum is also known to have direct connections with V2 in rodents (Vogt & Miller, 

1983), but we are not aware of direct connections between the presubiculum and early visual cortex 

in primates.  

 

Behaviourally, participants were more accurate at judging vertical direction, and some participants 

anecdotally reported that they felt the vertical direction judgment was easier (note, however, that 

the RT was longer) because of the views of the ceiling and floor, even though we also designed the 

side walls to provide clear polarisation cues for the horizontal direction. Views are naturally 

dependent on HD, and the horizontal component of HD has less influence on views as the vertical tilt 

increases in 3D space. For example, if a participant looks straight towards East or West (zero vertical 

tilt), the views can be very different due to distinct landmarks. In contrast, when the vertical tilt is 

90°, the participant looks straight up in the sky and the views will be similar regardless of whether 

they face East or West.  Although we tried to orthogonalise the view and HD by measuring the 

neural similarity between pairs of directional responses across different rooms in our virtual 

environment (as we explained in the Materials and Methods), and we also added the low-level visual 

texture similarity regressor for extra control, there still remains a possibility that the views were 

more similar when the vertical tilts were similar compared to when the horizontal direction was 

similar. This could reflect the nature of the relationship between HD and view in 3D space, rather 

than being a particular feature of our virtual environment.  
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Related to the vertical-horizontal asymmetry, one interesting question is the potential influence of 

an explicit cognitive task on the neural representation of HD. In the current experiment, we 

occasionally asked participants to indicate their vertical or horizontal direction between movements. 

This task could be answered rapidly and easily, thus minimising interruption to movement and 

eschewing the need for additional scanning time, while ensuring that participants paid attention to 

their 3D movement direction. However, the explicit and separate questions for vertical and 

horizontal directions might have contributed to the encoding of vertical and horizontal information 

in different brain regions. Vertical and horizontal information might be more homogenously 

represented in these brain regions if participants move freely in 3D space without explicitly paying 

attention to the vertical and horizontal components of direction. Experimenters could then avoid 

using the terms “vertical” and “horizontal” during the experiment, and participants could be asked 

to directly indicate their 3D direction (although we note that it is almost impossible to indicate 

precisely and rapidly one’s 3D direction without dividing it to vertical and horizontal components). 

Alternatively, cognitive tasks that test an explicit awareness of movement direction could be 

removed, given that HD cells are often recorded in rodents when animals forage in an environment 

without active navigation or a spatial memory test.  

 

In contrast, more spatially demanding tasks, such as 3D path integration with multiple pitch, roll and 

yaw rotations (Vidal et al., 2004), might result in stronger HD signals both vertically and horizontally. 

Different behavioural paradigms, where some are more explicit than others, should be utilised to 

study 3D HD encoding in the future. Nevertheless, we believe that studying vertical and horizontal 

components will remain pertinent to the research field of 3D spatial encoding regardless of 

behavioural paradigms, because all species on earth are under the influence of gravity which 

distinguishes the vertical from the horizontal axis.  Even astronauts in microgravity have reported 
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that they tend to orient themselves to local surfaces and use the words “up” and “down” (Oman, 

2007).  

 

In summary, the current study presented the first evidence showing that thalamus, subiculum and 

RSC – the ‘classic’ HD system that has been identified when tested on a horizontal 2D plane – also 

encodes vertical and horizontal heading in 3D space. We suggest that these brain structures play 

complementary roles in processing 3D direction information regarding angular integration and visual 

cues. Future studies of the HD system in real volumetric space should elucidate specifically how each 

sensory modality (visual, vestibular, proprioceptive) and physical gravity contributes to HD encoding 

in these brain structures.  This could, perhaps, be facilitated by using the recently-developed ‘mobile’ 

magnetoencephalography brain scanner which allows head movements while measuring neural 

activity in humans, including from deep brain structures such as those implicated in the head 

direction system (Boto et al., 2018).  
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FIGURE 1 The virtual environment and the pre-scan task. (a) An overview of the virtual spaceship 
composed of two rooms linked by a corridor. Some walls are shown as transparent here for display 
purposes. (b-e) Example views from a participant’s perspective during scanning. (b) and (c) are views 
when a participant is facing down in room A and room B, respectively. (d) and (e) are views when a 
participant is facing straight ahead in room A and room B, respectively. (f) In a pre-scan task, 
participants pointed towards the remembered locations of balls while positioned at random 
locations and then they received a feedback on their decision in terms of angular deviation. Of note, 
participants performed this task while wearing a VR head-mounted display, which has a wider field-
of-view and stereoscopic vision, therefore the example pictures shown here are approximate to the 
actual views experienced by participants. 
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FIGURE 2 The direction judgment task during scanning. (a) Participants watched a video that 
provided the sensation that they were moving inside a virtual spaceship. (b) Occasionally, 
participants were asked to indicate either the vertical or horizontal direction of their last movement. 
(c) They were more accurate at answering vertical than horizontal questions. Error bars are SEM 
adjusted for a within-subjects design (Morey, 2008). *p = 0.02  
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FIGURE 3 The model representational similarity matrix. The representational similarity matrix (25 x 
25) contained pairwise similarity values between each of 25 unique 3D directions. (a) If the vertical 
direction was encoded, the neural similarity between the directions that share common vertical tilt, 
pitch would be high (dark colours), e.g. between (pitch, azimuth) = (0°,-60°) and (0°,60°) as indicated 
by the orange arrow. Similarity falls as the difference in pitch between two directions increases. (b) If 
the horizontal direction is encoded, the neural similarity between the directions that share a 
common horizontal angle, azimuth would be high (dark colours), e.g. between (pitch, azimuth) = 
(0°,60°) and (30°,60°), as indicated by the orange arrow. Similarity falls as the difference in azimuth 
between two directions increases.  
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FIGURE 4 Multivoxel pattern analysis in the ROIs. Each ROI is overlaid on the group averaged 
structural MR image on the top row. (a) Right RSC showed both vertical and horizontal direction 
encoding, but it was more sensitive to vertical direction. Bilateral thalamus (b, c) and left subiculum 
(d) showed only horizontal direction encoding. V, vertical; H, horizontal; R, right; L, left. Error bars 
are SEM. ** p<0.01, * p<0.05.  
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FIGURE 5 Participants whose right RSC exhibited more vertical direction information were better at 
the direction judgment task (i.e. had a smaller angular error); r = -0.45, n = 30, p = 0.009. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
FIGURE 6 Searchlight results. (a) Vertical direction information within the bilateral RSC mask. (b) 
Horizontal direction information within the bilateral thalamus mask; p<0.001 uncorrected for display 
purposes. See the main text for the other regions that survived whole-brain multiple comparison 
correction.  
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SUPPORTING INFORMATION 

 

 

 

SUPPORING FIGURE S1  3D movement trajectories during scanning. Different colors represent 

different scanning sessions. 
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